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Abstract

Considering the Michaelis-Menten nonlinear model, we discuss some aspects on
accurate inferences for the parameters of the model. Using standard asymptotic
classical approach, we show in an example, the importance of good parametrization to
improve the normality of the likelihood function for the parameters of the model. In
this way, we use some recent measures of nonnormality of the likelihood function
proposed by Hills and Smith (1993) and by Kass and Slate (1994). An alternative way
to get accurate inferences on the parameters of the model is the use of Bayesian
methods.
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RESUMO

Considerando o modelo nao—Iinear de Michaelis—
Menten,discutimos alguns aspectos sobre inferencias precisas para
03 parametros do modelo.Usando metodos classicos assintoticos
usuais,mostramos num exemplo,a importancia de boa
parametrizacao para melhorar a normalidade da funcao de
verossimilhanca para os parametros do modeIoNeste
caso,utilizamos algumas medidas recentes de nao—normalidade (la
funcao de verossimilhanca proposta por Hills e Smith (1993) e
Kass e Slate (1994).Um modo alternative para se obter inferencias
precrsas nos parametros do modelo e o uso de metodos
Bayesranos.



1. Introduction
A very popular non-linear model considered in many biochemical and

pharmacological experiments is given by

Glix
y’= 62,+x—_+8; (1)

where y,., i=1,2,...,n is the dependent variable, x,- is the independent variable, 61 e 92

are the parameters and the errors 8, are i.i.d. random variables with normal distribution
mace).

A special application of model (1) is given in enzyme kinetic studies where y
refers to the velocity of an enzyme reaction and x refers to the substrate concentration.
In this case, one whishes to estimate 6,= V or Vméx , the maximal velocity, and 62 = km,

the Michaelis constant. In this context, the model (1) is known as Michaelis-Menten
equation (see for example, Raaijmakers, 1987).

Standard classical statistical analysis for non-linear models are usually
considered, to get inferences on the parameters of model (1) (see for example, Bates and
Watts, 1988; Seber and Wild, 1989; or Ratkowsky, 1983). These inferences are
obtained by using asymptotic methods and the accuracy of these results usually
depends on the data set and on an appropriate parametrization.

An alternative way to get accurate inferences on the parameters of the
Michaelis-Menten model (1) is the use of Bayesian methods.

In this paper, we use Laplace's method for approximation of integrals (see for
example, Tierney and Kadane, 1986; or Tierney, Kass and Kadane, 1989) to get
accurate posterior summaries of interest.

2. The Likelihood Function

The logarithm of the likelihood function for the parameters 61, 92 and 01 of
model (1) considering a random sample of size n is given by

Menswe— (if—2; (91,02) (2)

" 2

where S(61,92)=Z(y,-- 61x, ) .
1=l 92 + x,

The maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters are given by the
equations,



§1U202 0:32) = U111(§2)

all] 203 (92 )A= U115(92) (3 )

6,2 = Stepezyn

ixi’yi"
i=lwhere Ujk,(92) = ——(92+x ),.1

These estimators are obtained by using routines for non—linear optimization.
The expected Fisher information matrix for 61, 92 and 01 is given by

1
—2—F'.(9)F.(9) 0

Kebabs?) = 20
n

(4)
0' —4—20

where 9’ == (9,,62); F.(9) =Kggeselni = 1,2; j=1,2,...,n is a n><2 matrix; and
f

91x,
f,(9) —

(92 +xi).

That is,

l
1

U202 (92) -91U203 (62 ) 0

“91,92 52) =
gL_91U203

(92) eiU204 (92) 0 (5)
n

0 0
532—

where U1k, (92) is given in (3).
For large values of sample size n, we could use the asymptotic normality for the

maximum likelihood estimators of 91, 62 and 02 based on the Fisher information matrix
(5). The accuracy of these approximate results usually can be improved by using an
appropriate reparametn'zation.



3. Aspects of Parametrization

Usually, statistical analyses for non-linear models are based on asymptotical
results which usually depend on a good parametrization. The accuracy of these results
could be verified by simulation studies (see for example, Ratkowsky, 1983); by
curvature measures of nonlinearity (see Bates and Watts, 1980); or by bias measures
(see Box, 1971). In many cases, the accuracy cf the approximate results could be
improved considering and appropriate reparametn'zation.

Some reparametrizations for the Michaelis-Menten model (1) are explored an the
lu

(92 + u)
0 1

literature, such as [31:0: and [32 =07 (see Bates and Watts, 1988) or 8, =

and 82 = (Gsiv) where u e v are appropriates values for the independent variable x

(see for example, Seber and Wild, 1989).
To find appropriate values for u and v in the transformation Sland 82, we could

consider graphical checks of contour plots for the likelihood function of Sland 52

assuming 02 known. We have good normality for the likelihood function if we have
good eliptical forms for the contour plots for the likelihood fimction of Bland 62.
Alternative ways to check a given parametrization are proposed by Kass and Slate
(1994) and by Hills and Smith (1993).

_

These parametrizations also could be used in a Bayesian analysis of Michaelis-
Menten model (1), especially to improve the accuracy of the approximate posterior
summaries (see Achcar and Smith, 1990).

4. A Bayesian Analysis for the Model

Usually, researchers have interest to get accurate inferences on the original
parameters 01, 02 and o’ of the Michaelis-Menten model (1), since these parameters
have important physical interpretations (see section 1). A suitable way to get accurate
inferences on the parameters ofmodel (1), is to use Bayesian methods. In the Bayesian
paradigm, when we have difficulties to get closed analytical solutions for the marginal
posterior densities or posterior moments of interest, we could find very accurate results
by using one among many existing strategies: the use of numerical methods (see for
example, Naylor and Smith, 1982); the use of Monte Carlo or Gibbs Sampling
procedures (see for example, Kloek and Van Dijk, 1978; or Gelfand and Smith, 1990);
or the use of accurate approximations methods (see for example, Tierney and Kadane,
1986): A very accurate approximation method to solve integrals in the Bayesian
paradigm is given by Laplace's method.



4.1. Laplace's Method

Assuming h is a smooth function of an m-dimensional parameter 2; with -h

having a maximum at a, Laplace's method approximates an integral of the form

1=lf(§)exr){—nh(§)}d§ (6)

by expanding h andf in a Taylor series about E (see for example, Kass, Tierney and
Kadane, 1990).

Considering first the case in which 9 is one-dimensional, Laplace's method gives
the approximation

fz(2‘-)Evf(&)exp{—nh(é)} (7)
n

l

where v = {h"(&)}-2 .

In the multiparameter case, with F, e R'” ,we have,

m A _l A A

1 = (zn)? {det(nD2h(§))} 2 f(§) exp{—nh(F,)} (8)

where E maximizes -h and D2h(§) is the Hessian matrix of h evaluated at a.
The accuracy of the approximations were studied by Kass, Tierney and Kadane

$1990).
A special case of Laplace's approximation is given for integrals of the form

e‘""(§)d§ (see Tierney and Kadane, 1986; or Tiemey, Kass and Kadane, 1989).

4.2. Joint Posterior Density for 91 and 92

The prior density for 61, 92 and 0 assuming (61, 92) independent of 0 (see Seber
and Wild, 1989) is given by

“(61,62’0') = “(61:62)nt)(0) (9)

Using Jeffreys' multiparameter rule (see for example, Box and Tiao, 1973) to get
a noninformative prior density for 61 and 62 and considering a prior density for a
proportional to o", a joint prior density for 61, 62 and o is,

1r(91,62,o)oco“'{detF’.(6)F.(9)}% (10)



where 9=(6,,92).
That is,

Malaya)scale-When]E (11)

Where 3&2) = U202 (92 )U 204 (92) _ U2203 (92)
The prior density (11) also is the reference Bemardo's prior for the parameters

(see Eaves, 1983).
The joint posterior density for 91, 62 and o, considering the prior (11) is given

by

1
.

whens/y)ocelo-W‘lgwaliexp{-§S<el,ez)} (12)

where S(91, 02) is defined in (2) and y is the vector of observed data.
Integrating out o in (12), we get the joint posterior density for 61 and 02,

l 1
Mane, fy)ocellg(ez)]2{S(el,ez)} 2 (13)

where 61,6? 0.

4.3. Marginal Posterior Densities for 91 and 92

Using Laplace‘s method for approximation of integrals with f =1 and
1

—nhBl (92) = 51ng(92)— gln S(91,92) in (6), we get from (13), an approximate marginal
posterior density for 6, given by

sigma] {seven}
1 (14)

{71522 (91:62) __
g"(§2) +("—1)(g'(§2)T}2 .

S(91’92) g(92) n g(92)

where 91> 0, 62 is the maximum of —nhel (92) for each fixed value of 61 and is given
by, v

filwi/J’)“

grip) =
$491,532)

ng(92) S(9.,92)
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Where $491,532) = 551? = 1,2;Sq'(91s92) =5é,—6§,_"’] = 1,2.

In the same way, we find an approximate marginal posterior density for 62

considering f=1, —-nh°z (e,) = 1nol --’231nS(e,,e,) in (6), given by

A
1

'

. J
9, e2 5 sehoz) 2

Mei/woe
[g( H h }

i (15)

{mi—m}
where 92> 0, 6, which maximizes --nh92 (6,) for each fixed value of 62 is given by

Agree»
nei Sweez)

We also could consider Other choices forf in (6), to get more simple expressions
for the apprOximate marginal posterior densities of interest. As a special case, an

1

approxirnate marginal posterior density for 9, considering f (92) = [g(92 )]2 and

—nhe‘ (92) = —glnS((-)l,62) is given by,

A 1/2 A M
91’2[g(92)] [S(91’92)] 2

Mei/yin: . i{seamen-widen}
(16)

where 61> 0, 62 maximizes —nh91(92) for each fixed value of 61 and Ujk, (62) is defined
in (3).

4.4. Approximate Posterior Moments

The posterior mean for 61 is (from(l3)) given by

no / y) =
”Omens: /y)de.dez

_
IIe-"h‘w'fifldeidez

,‘ ll1t(6,,92/y)d61d62 ‘ lle'""(°"“2’d9,d9 (17)



I
where: —nh‘(6,,62)=2]n(6,)+-2-lng(92)—glnS(61,92)

l ' n
and —nh(ei,ei) = moo-5111492)—ginseaea).

An» approximate posterior mean for 9, is given by

(“if[g(é;)]"’[S(é;,é;)]’"”{detthh'(é;,é;)}"”E6/ 5 A A ,, A -,, a x _(‘ y)
e,[g(92)]”’[S(ei,ea)] ”{detnDthesea}

(18)

where (61,63) maximizes —nh‘(91,92); (51,62) maximizes —nh(6,,92); D2h‘(§I,é;) is

the Hessian matrix for h' evaluated at (61,92) and D2h(6,,62) is the Hessian matrix of
h evaluated at (61,62 ), (see (8)).

An approximate posterior mean for 62 is given by

—l/2
§I§;[g(@;)]m[S(§I,é;)]'"l-2{detnD’h‘(§I,§;)}

E 9 / 5 A A A _,, A x _(2 y)
é,[g(ez)]"’[S(el,ez)] /2{detnD2h(91,62)}

"2 (19)

where (é;,é;) maximizes —nh'(91,92)=ln(91)+ln(92)+';-lng(92)—glnS(9,,92);

(6,3) maximizes —nh(6,,92)=ln(9,)+-;-lng(92)—glnS(91,62); D2h'(é;,é;) is the

Hessian matrix of h‘ evaluated at (61,63) and D2h(é,,§2) is the Hessian mattix of h
evaluated at (61,92 ).

4.5. Predictive Density for a Future Observation

The predictive density for a future observation y‘ in a fixed value x‘ of the
independent variable in model (1) given the observed data y = (yl,..., y,,)' is given by

1t(y‘ / y) = lllf(y‘ /9,,62,o)7t(9,,62;o/ y)d91d92do (20)

. , 1 1 , ex‘ 2

where f(y /9,,92,o)=mexp{~5?(y
—9

l-l-x'J} and 1t(91,92,o/y) is the
2

joint posterior density (12).
Integrating out c, we get,



1/2
02 dado2

t 2 2

a 91xS(0,,02)+(y —
92
H.)

1/2 .

Using Laplace's method with f =[g(02)] (see (6)), we get an approxnnate

predictive density for y‘ given by

-1/2
0‘[g(02)]m{detnD2h(0l,02)}

1t(y‘/y)0C (_n+_1)
(22)

A t 2 2

S0 é)+( '- 61" J( l’ 2 y 62 +x.

.. A . . n+1 [
, 01x'

2

where (01,02) maximizes —nh(01,02)=ln(01)- —2— IniS(01,92)+ y -02+x‘
for each fixed value of y‘ and D2h(§,,02) is the Hessian matrix of h evaluated at

(91,92)-

5. An Example

Consider the data set of table 1 introduced by Bates and Watts (1980). These

data are simulated assuming the Michaelis-Menten model (1).

x X x J’
2.000 0.0615 0.286 0.0129
2.000 0.0527 0.286 0.0183

0.667 0.0334 0.222 0.0083

0.667 0.0258 0.222 0.0169
0.400 0.0138

,

0.200 0.0129
0.400 0.0258 0.200 0.0087

TabeIa 1. Siniulatea’ data setfrom the MichaeIis-Menten model.



The maximum likelihood estimators for 0,0, and 62 (see (3)) are given by

01:0.10564,02 =1.70270 and 02 =0.0000167. Curvature measures of nonlinearity

(see Bates and Watts, 1980) are given by PE = 0.5976 for the parameter-effects
curvature and IN = 0.0650 for the intrinsic curvature. Comparing these curvatures w1th

%fi = 0.2469, where F= 13.1,(095) = 4.10, we observe that 1N< 0.2469, that 15, the

intrinsic nonlinearityvof the solution locus is adequately small, but as PE > 0.2469, the

parameter-effects curvature is not adequately small (see for example, Ratkowsky,
1983)

.Also the bias of the maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters in
nonlinear regression introduced by Box (1971) are given by %bias(0,) = 2.95837 and
%bias(§) = 5.49695. Since these percentage bias are greater than 1%, we have an
indication of nonlinear behavior (see Ratkowsky, 1983, pp 21).

In figure 1, we have contour plots for the likelihood fimction of 0l and 02 ,

assuming 01 known.

Figure I. Contour plots for the likelihoodfunction of0, and 02 (<32 known).

Since in parametrization B, and 02 we have large values for the nonlinearity
curvature measures and large percentage bias for the estimators, we should consider a
reparamehization (see section 3) to get better approximate inferences for the

parameters of the Michaelis-Menten model (1).

. ,
0

In the parametnzation [31:51- and B2 =51—, we find the maximum likelihood
'

2 l

estimators 0, =16.11740, 0, = 9.46587 and 62 = 0.0000167.
In figure 2, we have contour plots for the likelihood function of B1 and B2

assuming 02 known.



Figure 2. Contour plots for the likelihood function of B1 and B2 (0'2 known).

In parametrization B1 and B2, we have better behavior for the likelihood
function, and the nonlinearity curvature measures of Bates and Watts (1980) for the
Michaelis-Menten model (1) are given by IN = 0.0650 and PE = 0.2259, which
indicates a great reduction in the parameter-effects curvature (PE < 0.2469). Also, the
percentage bias introduced by Box (1971) are given by %bias(l§,) = 0.82274 and
%bias([§2) = —0.18307, which are adequately small (< l%).

. . . . Glu le . _Consrdenng the parametnzatron 81 —
(02 +u)

and 82 —
(92 +v)

wrth u — 0.396

and v = 1.945 (see Seber and Wild, 1989,pp 225), the maximum likelihood estimators
for the parameters are given by 6, = 0.01993,82 = 0.05633, and 62 = 0.0000167.

In figure 3, we have contour plots for the likelihood function of 81 and 82

assuming 02 known.
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Figure 3. Contour plots for the likelihood function of 81 and 82 (0'2 known).
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In parametrization 8, and 82, we observe an even better behavior for the
likelihood function. The percentage bias (see Box, 1971) are given by
%bias(6,) = 0.00015 and %bias(62) = 0.00131, which are adequately small.

The nonnormality of the likelihood function also could be measured by
considering the t-plot introduced by Hills and Smith (1993),

1

To) = sgnw, —é,){—2L,,(e,.)+2L,,(€>,)}i (23)

where 0,,i = 1,2 maximizes the profile likelihood LP (0,) in parametrization (01,92 ,0'2).

In figure 4, we observe markedly curved forms for the t-plots in parametrization
61 and 02, indicating nonnormality of the profile likelihood fimctions (03 known).

kthbet‘oONb A'hdktblbiLGD—Nwhu

Figure 4. T-plot for the profile likelihood of 0, and 62, respectively.

In figure 5, we have t-plots for the profile likelihood functions of 131 and 02. In
this parametrization there is an improvement in the linearity of the t-plots, but we still
observe curved forms in figure 5.

11
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Figure 5. T-plot for the profile likelihood of B1 and B2, respectively.
\.,,l

do

In figure 6, we have the t-plots of the profile likelihoods for 61 and 82. In this

parametrization, we observe close linearity for the t-plots which indicates good
normality for the profile likelihood functions.

in 5 /5 0 e 1 c = : z : e

l m 002 (13 00! (x5 (”I 003
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Figure 6. T-plot for the profile likelihood of 81 and 82, respectively.

To check the joint normality of the likelihood function, we also could use third
derivative summaries for diagnostic of global assessment of normality (see Kass and
Slate, 1994), given by

m2 E2 = “gm," bybmbhdakdlmn (24)

12



3 A

where by are the elements of the inverse of the information matrix, d“:—5.%%E%)6;,

for a m-dimensional parameter 9 and the summation are over all indices.
In parametrization (61,92,02) of Michaelis-Menten model (1) considering the

data of table 1, we find from (24), m2]?2 = 1.89242. In parametrization (51,132,02) we

have m”)?2 =0.27879 and in parametrization (81, 82,02) we find mrfiz = 0.000007,

which indicates a great improvement in the joint normality of the likelihood function.
At this point, we observe that it is possible to get very accurate asymptotic

classical inferences considering parametrization (81, 82), but in practical work, usually
researchers would like to get accurate inferences for the original parameters 91 and 92

of the Michaelis-Menten model (1), since these parameters have special physical
interpretations (see section 1).

In these situations, a Bayesian analysis could be an appropriate alternative to get
accurate inferences for the original parameters 61 and 02.

. n1 fi 0
”WGDOIIOBOISOHOBQZGBWS 05115275335

Figure 7. Approximate marginal posterior densities for 61 and 92 , respectively.

In figure 7, we have plots for the approximate marginal posterior densities (see
(14) and (15)). -

From (18) and (19), we get approximate pOSterior means for 01 and 92, given by
E(0 /y)= 0.1055 and E(02 /y)=1..7ll7 Using Simpson's rule, we get
E(0 /y): 0.1062 and E(02 / y)—— 1.7241. That is, the approximate Bayesian posterior
summaries are very acourate.

Using Simpson's rule, we get from (14) and (15), 95% Bayesian intervals for 9and 92 given by (0.0971,.0 1141) and (l.4437,2 0127), respectively.

13



In figure 8, we have the plot'of the approximate predictive density (22) for a

future observation y‘ in a fixed value x' = 1 of the independent variable in model (1).

A 95% Bayesian interval for y‘ is given by (0.0291;0.0495).

> . . r r . . Gfimwmwmmmm
Figure 8. Approximate predictive density

for y‘ with x' =1.

6. Concluding Remarks

The use of good parametrization “is very important to get accurate classical
asymptotical inferences on the parameters of the Michaelis-Menten model (1). To get
accurate inferences on the original parameters of the model (1), we could use Bayesian
procedures as proposed in section 4. The use of Bayesian methods also has aditional
advantages in terms of incorporating prior opinion of experts, by using informative
prior densities for the parameters of the model. Observe that, the approximate results of
section 4 could be easily extended to any choice of prior.

14
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